Controlling the Catalytic and Optical Properties of Aggregated Nanoparticles or Semiconductor Quantum Dots Using DNA-Based Constitutional Dynamic Networks.
Nucleic acid-based constitutional dynamic networks (CDNs) attract growing interest as a means to mimic complex biological networks. The triggered stabilization of the CDNs allows the dictated guided reversible reconfiguration and re-equilibration of the CDNs to other CDN configurations, where some of the constituents are up-regulated, while other constituents are down-regulated. Although substantial progress in controlling the adaptive dynamic control of the compositions of networks by means of auxiliary triggers was demonstrated, the use of CDNs as active ensembles for controlling chemical functionalities is still a challenge. We report on the assembly of signal-triggered CDN systems that guide the switchable aggregation of Au nanoparticles (NPs), thereby controlling their plasmonic properties and their catalytic functions (Au NPs-catalyzed oxidation of l-DOPA to dopachrome). In addition, we demonstrate that the triggered and orthogonal up-regulation and down-regulation of the constituents of the CDNs leads to the dictated aggregation of different-sized CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs), cross-linked by K+-ion-stabilized G-quadruplex units. The incorporation of hemin into the G-quadruplex cross-linking units yields horseradish peroxidase-mimicking DNAzyme units that catalyze the generation of chemiluminescence via the oxidation of luminol by H2O2. The resulting chemiluminescence stimulates the chemiluminescence resonance energy transfer (CRET) process to the QDs, resulting in the luminescence of the two-sized QDs. By the application of appropriate triggers, the CDN-dictated up-regulation and down-regulation of the different-sized QDs aggregates are demonstrated, and the control over the photophysical functions of the different-sized QDs, by means of the CDNs, is highlighted.